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About This Game
Run The Procedural Gauntlet!
Skein is a procedural dungeon shooter in the "old-skool" arcade style for one or two players where you must battle
through hordes of monsters on a quest to save the soul of a talking sheep.

A group of intrepid adventurers are travelling through a wasteland when they come across a sheep... feeling peckish, they do
what any self-respecting adventurer would do and they slaughter it without a thought, only to find out that it was a magic sheep
with the soul of a great warrior prince trapped within. Feeling a tad guilty for condemning the warrior prince to an eternity of
spiritual suffering, the adventurers decide to enter the legendary Skein to find his body and return his soul to it (and get loads,
and loads, and loads, and loads of loot while they're at it...).
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Skein is a one or two player (co-op) arcade game with the following features:

Procedural dungeons
6 unique characters, with three unique classes
A huge number of class based spells
Over 40 unique enemies, each with their own traits and talents
Special areas like the Arena, the Vault and the Caves
Local, Online and Steam leaderboards
40+ achievements
1 or 2 Player (co-op) play
Sheep!!!!!

Skein was created by me over the course of three years as a homage to the coin-op arcade machines of old. While the game
itself has many modern features, at its heart the gameplay is decidedly "old skool" and can be picked up and played for five
minutes or several hours, either on your own or with a friend.
The concept is simple: fight through ever-bigger dungeons with ever-growing hordes of enemies in an attempt to liberate the
corpse of a disembodied sheep... although all that is simply a pretext for getting as much loot as possible and for surviving as
long as possible. On your journey to certain death you can use the magic spells you find to wipe the floor with the enemy, and
friends can drop into the game at any time to help you with the carnage. Later levels feature fiendish traps and huge Champion
monsters which have their own special attacks and powers. NOTE! This is not a huge game, but meant as a fun blaster with
which to waste some time, where the main goal, really, is to get highest on the leaderboards, win a cool title ("Lord of The
Wilting Bidet", anyone?), and get the achievements.
If you have feedback on the game, or find any errors, or even just want to say hello, then you can contact me through Twitter,
the Steam forums, or my website.
Finally, a big THANK YOU to everyone that has helped make this game a reality, especially my wife and sons, and I hope that
you enjoy your time looting the Skein and killing (and being killed by!) monsters!
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Title: Skein
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Nocturne Games
Publisher:
Nocturne Games
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2017
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good game better then call of duty ww2. Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can see myself
getting way into this game. It's a very simple game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus it looks
great in VR! Very pretty setting and the dragon looks awesome.
One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global leaderboard
would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!
My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you
will really like this too!. Tower Hunter: Erza's Trial is VERY much an early access title. From the bugs to the hilariously bad
english translations (almost worth it alone for those), this game has a lot of work ahead of it. After playing just under 2 hours of
this game, I realized something. With its current trajectory, I'm really worried that it's trying too hard to clone Dead Cells. Don't
get me wrong, Dead Cells is a fantastic metroid-vania roguelike...but that game spent almost a year in Early Access, to finally
release in a really good state. I'm worried that the ~10 month projected early access period for this game will (at best) pump out
a game SO similar to Dead Cells that I understood most of the game mechanics without being able to parse the broken english
translations.
At worst, this game feels clunky...with many of the problems that I had being based in timing and animation speeds (falling at
light speed, no double jump, really wonky physics with the diagonal down kick, NO MANTLING LEDGES?!). I'll try to make
a comprehensive list below.
PROS:
--Beautiful art style
--Runs extremely well (i7-7700k, 32gb ram, 1080ti)
--Decent story take that kind of mashes Dead Cells and Let It Die (side scroller with tower to climb)
--Neat mechanics (the blinding spore clouds in area 2 are actually pretty clever!)
CONS:
--Really weird jumps. The upward motion feels floaty, then it feels like someone tied a boulder to your feet.
--NO MANTLING?! Why have wall jumping and such if you can't grab onto ledges and climb up? I actually stopped going into
secret areas that you have to break through the floor for, because getting out was SO bad.
--Enemy AI...just in general. Sometimes I would notice enemies matching my key inputs, they would sit at the top of ledges I
was trying to wall jump up to, and so on and so on.
--The shield barrier equipment item. I got to level 2-5 (although I have no idea how the levels are numbered) strictly on putting
that shield up (which stops enemy movement and blocks ALL attacks) and attacking enemies through it. Horribly broken. Also,
its duration is the same as its cooldown. So you can have it up 100% of the time.
--Feels like you HAVE to do crap runs with no purchased upgrades if you want to progress. Permanent upgrades are rough
enough to get, but spending 80% of your crystals to get a weapon that all just poofs when you die 5 minutes later feels really
bad. Of ALL the things this game stole from Dead Cells, why not take the two types of currency (gold for spending, cells for
upgrading)?
--Bone Skellies. They throw their bones through walls. Even if you're not anywhere near able to get near them. I guess this goes
along with enemy AI though. Don't let them see you until you've had line of sight on them at least once.
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Bottom line, this could be a damn good game one day...and I hope it becomes that. I think it's more than adding more weapons,
items, and upgrades. This game needs seriously medical attention to recover from the day one wounds it's suffered. It's twice as
hard to make a good game when most of the mechanics are directly taken from another game (that just went full release under a
month ago), but I'm going to keep my eye on this one just because of how much I adore the art style and type of game.
Hopefully I can re-write this in a year with a thumbs up. Nothing would make me happier.
. At least it's better than A Way Out. Lil' Hunter's theme is called "The One They Left Behind"
Of course it is, no one \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing likes him, I'd happily leave him behind too. In Hell.. this is an good game,
with good graphics!
the bad reviews are no reviews!! this game is not finisch, but give the developers a change to make
this good game an finisch good game!!
i like racing games! and this game can if it is finisch an very good racing game!!
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Its garbage but I play it everyday and watch every single stream for it. Neon colors. Dubstep. Pills. Flashes. Bangs. Booms. Coinup look and feel. Excellent game.

Intake it's a rare gem, every single part of it in harmony with the rest, making this game an instant thumbs up. Gameplay is
excellent, either you use keyboard or mouse: simple controls for quick, non-stop action. Graphics are sharp and bright colored
and the interface is, for a lack of a better word in my limited vocabulary, classy. Sound effects are great and contribute to
generate a really immersive experience.
And the game's soundtrack it's glorious, making the game unique and memorable. The coin-up theme it's another plus, even
more if you used to play arcade machines with the level of addictiveness and replayability that this game has. Let me tell it on
more concrete terms: this game it's a good purchase for ten bucks (even if you can get it for one).
That's high praise coming from me. Well done Cipher Prime, I hope you keep making awesome games in the future.. i have
downloaded this pack and no dlc keys. Approximately how long will this game be in Early Access?
\u201cThree to six months.\u201d
COMEDY GOLD. A lot of work went into this game, no doubt. The graphics are nice, if old and overly repetitively tiled. The
Professor could have more comments, given the pace at which he insults\/encourages us. The physics are a little off, and some
of the controls are not intuitive. Over all, this game has been done well in the past, and I'd say that it's currently being done
better in Amazing Alex and the Incredible Machine. I will not be giving this title more than the half hour I've spent on it.. More
bricks please. It's a good DLC. I love it alot. Lots of functionality and great sounds!. Great game, I am loving every second of it!
The graphics are great, the music is great, the gameplay is very entertaining, the story is interesting and there are references and
memes spread around. Although apparently hard for some people, The Disappearing of Gensokyo can be played and enjoyed by
anyone, but mostly Touhou fans.
The only thing that I don't like about the game is the lack of graphic settings customization. I would really appreciate it if it was
there. I would also like to change the bloom effect's intensity and threshold.. i haven't recieve SP uniform yet. i watch this
display ad showing.
I decide take a risk to purchese.
when i ready to play and it's seem
hard to play. im still struggle to slow it
down on bar speed or etc. I dont get it.
I hope the delvper can fix something
improvement. on other hand, i Like
the games but need improvment.
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